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1st Annual Orphaned and Abandoned Mines (OAM) Workshop (Virtual) / 1er 
atelier annuel sur les mines orphelines et abandonnées (MOA) (virtuel)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
------------------------------------------------------------Below not for presentation:Available Awards…nominate!  National Awards:Andrea McEachern Memorial Award (in honor and memory of our past president)Edward M. Watkin Award (one of the founders of CLRA)Linda Jones Memorial Award (Student)IN-TECH Land Reclamation Award (formerly the Noranda Land Reclamation Award) (Individual)IN-TECH Land Reclamation Award (Group)Dr. Jack Winch Early Career Award Ontario Awards:Tom Peters Memorial Mine Reclamation Award (Group/Individual)Dr. Jack Winch Memorial Scholarship Alberta Awards:Student Awards Gerry Bourassa Award------------------------------------------------------As part of what we offer our members, you have access to:Free job posting/searchPosting of research opportunities. Many employers offer sabbaticals for staff wanting to pursue a Master's or a PhD. You can put a Call out for courses, data, working groups Benefits are listed on our website and in our bi-annual magazine, available to all, at our Boot and during the conference only.  In 1975 our membership was $15 and $5 for students48 years later it's $100  for individuals and totally free for full-time students.      



UNCLASSIFIED - NON CLASSIFIÉ

Turning 50 in 2025!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2025, the CLRA is turning 50!  Over the years, the CLRA objectives have evolved as more specialized focus groups and societies have been formed in response to the rapid need and desire to reclaim the past and minimize our future footprint in different environments and the corporate focus on ESG, the framework that helps stakeholders understand how an organization is managing risks and opportunities related to environmental, social, and governance criteria as we understand it today.   One of the main objectives of the CLRA remains to promote events and opportunities that will allow exchanges and collaboration between consultants, industries, governments,  academics, researchers, vendors, and graduate students to stimulate the practice of reclamation, encourage investigation of challenges, and promote the development of technical and regulatory solutions.    



Pathway to OAM Land Use 

Panelists Q&A

Different restoration projects with different land use planning and objectives under different site 
conditions in Canada and abroad (Burkina Faso and Peru).
• Martin Beaudoin-Nadeau, Founder and CEO, Viridis Terra International and Secretary, CLRA Quebec 

Chapter
• Alexandre Couturier-Dubé, Director, Mining Restoration, Viridis Terra International 

Caland and Steep Rock Iron Mines Transformation (rehabilitation) 
• Tom Hainey, Community Service Manager, Town of Atikokan 
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